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I NTRODUCTION
The past twenty years has seen the development or many
different types of radio receivers.

A partial listing or

receiver t ypes includes:

1)

Heterodyne

2)

Tuned Radio Frequency (TRF)

3)

Autodyne

4)

Neutrodyne

5)

Ultra.dyne

6)

Superheterodyne

7)

Super-re g enerative

The superheterodyne receiver has most or the desirable
features or all the receiver types listed., and in a ddition
has features which are not available in any or the other
receivers.
The principle or the superheterodyne was evolved through ·
the e f forts of' one Edwin Armstrong.

The superheterodyne cir-

cuit resembles a combination of the tuned radio frequency
and the heterodyne receivers.
'Ihe operati on or the superheterodyne receiver can be
best understood by referring to Figure 1.

The radio

rrequency sig nal ., es, is fed into the input of the fre quency converter stage., wh ere a frequency translation
process takes place.

An unmodulated signal from a local

oscillator in the receiver is also fed into t he converter
st a ge.

The local oscillator frequency may be h i gher or

lowe r than the sig nal frequency.

The conve rter stas e

audio
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·~
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FIGURE ls

Block Diagram of a ~uri erheterodyne Heceiver
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3
"mixes" these two input vo.ltages of' dif'f'erent f'requencies.
In the plate current of' the converter there will appe~
f'requency components corresponding t.o the sum and the
dif'f'erence of' the two input .frequencies, as well aa the
original two input .frequencies.
O.ften, when the f'requenc7 is high, it is virtuall7
impossibl.e to obtain good selectivity, high gain, and
stable perf'ormance in radio f'requency amplif'iers.

The

sum and di.ff'erenoe f'requency components produced by the
converter stage contain the same modulation side bands as
were contained in the original radio f'requenc7 signal.

This

being the case, it can be seen that f'requeney translation
to a lower f'requency as produced by a converter stage can
be used benef'icially.

Thus it is possible to translate the

original modulated .radio frequency and not dest~oy tlle in•
telligence originally present.

Because higher gain', -more

stable ampl1:f"iers can be designed ro·r lower f'requenei~s-, &D:d
because lower f'requency amplif'iers usually have much better
selectivity, it is desirable to utilize the di:ff'erenoe .f~e..,
quency output f'rom the mixer f'or subsequent amplification
and detection.

This di.f.ference f'requency is ealled' the

intermediate f'requency ( I-F).
In order to tune the superheterodyne receiver over a
band o.f f'requencies, it is necessary only to vary the local
oscillator .frequency ao that the difference between. the
r ~dio .frequency signal and the oscillator f'requeney is
always equal to the I-F f'requency.

From an operational

4
viewpoint, the ease of' operation of' the superheterodyne
receiver -is an outstanding f'eature.

The basic superhetero-

dyne receiver requires only one tuning control, _the .oscillator f'requency control, because the I-F amplif'ier is f'ixed
tuned.

The use or a f'ixed tuned amplifier means that high-

er gain can be achieved than would be possible if' the ampli.fier were to· be tunable.

More unif'orm amplification over

a band of' signal f'requencies is also secured by using the
i'ixed-tuned I-F amplifier, because most of' the receiver
Gai~ is secured in the I-F amplifier.
The important features of' the superheterodyne receiver
are all due to the f'requency conversion process.

It is

the i'requency converter stage -where t1:te superheterodyne
receiver dif'f'ers f'rom other receivers.

Not only ~oes the

converter stage produce f'requency conversion in the superheterodyne receive~, but it also governs to a large extent
the signal-to-noise ratio of' the receiver as a whole.
The application of' superheterodyne f'requency convertCl"3

to radio receivers has been discussed in .. some detail

by Stockman< 1

(1)

>,

who presents a historical survey of' circuits

Stockman, H., Frequency Conversion Circuit Developments, Commun ications, Vol. 25, Pag e 25, April 1945

that have been employed.
The author has published a paper describing the
problems involved in the application of' the superheterodyne

5
frequency converter to Televisi on receivers(2).
(2)

Skiles, J. J., TV Frequency Conversion Problems,
TeleVision Eng ineering, Vol. 1, Pag es 8 -10, Octo

1950

This thesis will present a detailed discussion of' the
principles of' frequency conversion and the problems attendant to the design of' converter stages.

The topic of'

harmonic conversion has been sing led out for a more extended treatment than is now available in the literature.
This topic is the subject o-J: the experimental investigation portion of' this thesis.

Harmonic conversion has

·ap p lications in U-H-F receivers as well as in "Double
Sup erheterooyne Receivers".
The discussion given to the frequency converter in
the -J:irst section of' this thesis will be without re g ard to
any applications.

General theory will be stressed, and most

of' the difficulties- involved in success-J:ul converter circuit design will be discussed in some detail.
A detailed analytical study of' possib le harmonic
conversion circuits is included in the second major s e ction
o-J: this thesis.

Some of' t h e analytical developme n ts of

this section are subsequently verified by experimental
study.
The third topical division is t h e p resentation o-J: the
results of' the experimental study on various harmonic conversion circuits, including a new circuit developed by the
author.
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SECTION 1
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

1:

SINGLE TUBE MIXER CIRCUITS
There are two basic types . of vacuilla tube mixer circuits

in

common use.

Mixer circuits may be classified as:

Group 1:

Circuits where mixing depends on the use
of' a non-linear impedance.

Group 2:

Circuits where one electrode voltage is
used to control the grid-to-plate transconductance of another electrode.

An exrunination of' the literature available on the sub,ject will disclose the existence of' many apparently di.f_ferent mixer circuit arrangements.

However, when a mathemati-

cal analysis of' these circuits is made, it will be found
that every circuit will fit into one of' the above groups.

A detailed analysis of' each group will now be given.
Group 1:

In this case the R-F and the oscillator sig-

nals are applied in series with a non-linear impedance
element.

The non-linear impedance may be a diode, triode,

pentode, crystal, etc.

For the purposes of' this paper

only triode and multi-element vacuum tube circuits will be
considered.
Consider the triode mixer shown in Figure 2.

This

type of' mixer depends for its successful operation upon the
curvature of' the e 0 -ib charac_teristic of the tube.

While

the mixing device in this case is shown as a triode, any
non-linear device will suffice.

7

R-F Input

I

+

Ebb

Oscillator Input

FIGURE 2:

Mixer Employing Common Grid Input

l

R-F Input

l
FIGURE 3:

---

l

Oscillator Inpµt

I

+

Ebb

J

Mixer Employing Cathode Injection

Eb constant

0

FIGURE

4:

Typical ec-ib Triode Characteristic
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Sometimes cathode injection o:r the oscillator signal is empJ.oyedC3,L~}.

This is shov,n schems.tically in

(3}

Stev,~rt, J., The Operation o:r Suoerheterodyne FirstDetector Valves, Journal IEE, Voi. ·76, paee 227,
February 1935

<4>

Stockman., H., Op. Cit.

Fi6ure 3.

The operation o:r this circuit does not di:frer

materially :from the common grid input circuit, o.ncl the
analysis is approximately the same.
The ec-ib characteristic :for a. typical triode is shown

!1-.

in Figure

In acco1"'dance with common !'.)ractice, the plate

current may be expressed as a power series expansion o:r the
a-c grid voltage.

where e 6 is the alternatinc; cor.1ponent o'f: ec•
In the case o:r comr.1on Grid· input :ror oscillator and
R-F signals the erid voltae;e is:

e!l -= e.s +

eo =

e

.s1:,"'QI

+ e osc,IJq-ro""

Thus the expr•ession .for the plate current become5:

t: b:=

Gt() -t q, (

I et

es -t-€0) +

e.s=.

A

eo ::-

B c.o.s

~~

( e.s-t

eo) .a+ Gt.J ( e:s

+ eJ3+ ---

c.o.s (w~~)

(t-Uo--t)

.

•'· L1,-= tlo+ t\, [Aco$ (w£-t)-+ 8 cos(w.-1:)J-,.. a_[A ~cos ~ (W:i-t)

+ cJ.AB
i 0 =. Clo-+
-t

~

cos (w~i)co.s (W 0 -i;) ;- B

tl,A co.s(wa-t)

.ii.

ao~ .::t(Wo~)}

+

-+- - -

+ £1,B cos (wo-t:).+a~/\;i.cos~(Wsi-)

G\~AB co.s (wst) cos (wo-c)+ G\a B.i.c.os.a(w 0 t)+---
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But:

cos

~

.L

_J_

(Ws't:) =. .._ -+ ~ ~ • s ( ;LlAJ st)

cos.a.(WotJ=--k-+

'*

co.s (;,..wot)

*[

co.s (WstJ co.s(wot) =
c: o.s (w•-+t.Qs)"t -,. cos ( '<Jo -Ws.) C'
•
Substituting and,collecting terms
ib= G\o+c::t,Aco$(Ws'C) + 4'1,S c.o.s(<-c,c,"t)+9+A~+ a.a.J\.1.co3.(ol.Wst)
,;)..

.i.

+Glc).AB cos(Wo+ w~)t +4.aASc:o" (w•-W~)t:+ a;a. 8~

+..,t:r;i..Ba
._

C.O.S

( .tt.Uo-c) ;. -

-

.

-

:,...

Rearranging,

\..~o-+

'!_l- [ A a-.. aa]
-v
)

(d-c component)

'-+ a, Ae.o.s (w~-t~
"V"

+~18 cos (w 0
'v"'

~l

(signal fundfu~ental) { osc. fund.a mental)

+ &-r A.,.cos(-.IA.).1it.)-+

8 .:a.c:o.s

-y--

(a1Wo;?]

(signal and oscillator second harmonics)

+

a~AB [eos(wa+Ws)t;...

\.. . _

~

C:os

(Wo-W$)t] .

~--~----------~:=.'::.I
(sum and ditference frequencies)

Either the sum or the difference i'requency may be
chosen as the I-F i'reque·n cy.

Generally, it is the diff'er-

ence frequency which is utilized in e, superhetrodyne receiver.
In practice, the amplitude of the oscillator voltage
is much larger than the signal voltage.

Typical oscillator

voltages are of the order of two to thirty volts, depending upon the type of mixer tube employed, and whether or
not harmonic conversion is desired.
This analysis has neglected the higher order terms in
the power series expansion of' the . plate current that result
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from third and higher order curvature of the ec-ib characteristic.

A complete analysis would show that mixing

is perfectly possible considering the higher order terms,
the only difference in the analysis will be the appearance of many more terms of' the form (n1W0 n2'Js), where
n 1 and n 2 are positive integers(5).

(5)

The magnitude of

Herold, E.W., and Malter, L., Some Aspects of Radio
Reception at Ultra-High Frequency-Part IV-General
Superheterodyne Considerations at Ultra-High Frequencies, Proc. IRE, Vol. 31, Page 570, October 1943

these higher order mixing products will be small because
of the small magnitude of' the higher order coefficients
in the expression f'or the plate current expansion in a
power series in eg•
Note that in this type of' mixer a non-linea;r- ec-ib
characteristic is necessary for operation. · The non-linearity is essential for mixing, because the terms involving the sum and difference frequencies also involve
the second order coefficient a 2 •
It has been found that the circuit utilizing a common grid input for the oscillator and R-F signals enjoys
a very good signal-to-noise ratio.

For this reason this

circuit is widely employed in Television and other U- H-F
receivers.

The oscillator and R-F signals may be induc-

tively or capacitively coupled to the mixer g rid, and
on occasion, a combination of' the s e two types of' coupl i n g is e mployed.
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Group 2:

The oscillator and R-F signals are applied

to different grids or a multigrid tube.
possible variations

or

~here are two

this method or operation; R-F

signal on an inner grid and oscillator voltage on an outer
grid; oscillator voltage on an inner grid and R-F signal
on an outer grid.
Assuming that the bias on the signal electrode is fixed and with a very large local oscillator voltage relative
to the signal voltage, the signal grid-to-plate transcondµctance is a !'unction or the oscillator voltage only.

In

other words, the signal voltage (as long as it remains
small compared to the oscillator voltage) has a negligible
errect on the signal grid-to~plate transconductance .

The

small a-c signal voltage has negligible control over &n3 ,
the oscillator grid-to-plate transconductance.
The conversion transconductance is de£ined as the
ratio or the plate current at the I-F rrequency to the R-F
voltage at the signal grid or the mixer tube.
c.
~

9

= ,, (•. ,. ,

~··

For the purpose or this analysis, the signal grid to
_plate transconductance, &n1 , ror a typical tube is shown in
Figure

5

as a £unction or the oscillator grid voltage.

'I'he resultant signal grid-to-plate transconductance.,
gm1 , while not sinusoidal, has the same :fundamental period
as the oscillator .signal.

The gm1 may be expressed as a

Fourier cosine series by an adroit choice or axes.

12

Esznl variation with time

Gm1

/

/

•c3 __..._________________.,...__________________...,.________________

wt

.-

oscillator voltage

FIGURE

5:

Typical Operation

or

Mult1gr1d Mixer
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The analyaia to rollow ia taken rrom Herold's paper<6).
Herold, E. w., The Operation or Frequency Converters
and Mi~ers For Supe?futte~odyne Recep~ion~ Proc. IRE,
Vol. 30., Pages 84-103~ February 1942.

(6)

The s1gh$.l grid-to-plate transconductance is:

..
=

9-.., =

lte -t- t.\ 1 c:.es (we-t.)

+ 4a. ce.s C•••-1:) + •~ ••s (.•••+J -t- - - -

~ 411 c•s (11 &&Jei:)

1'1••

The al.ternating component or plate current ia:
•

'-r = 9111, ea + S"'a e.

where
conductance.

..

J.+:

e. •

. == [ "£~..

~p

~

is the oscill·ator gri.d-to-plate trans-

3
A-c•$ (wa-.>

e. =-

/

+ 3.. 3

Ca$(wuo.-t)jff c•sl•a+J

'=' tJo A-••.s (w.t)

+"

·,-.

·: : 4elfces cw.d

8 ••.s(C41ei..)

Bees (wet:)

oO

..

~

1t:r1

a~ e.es(-.d ••.s(•w.t)+s ...Jfc•.s(w.-t)

~~-.rc•s(w~-t•-..)t-t
e.cas(w..-.,.,,~1+3 ...~8ce~ (w.t)
"T 11. , L
J'
.

The derivation above shows the poaa1.b111ty or us:1.ng
any .f'requency corresponding to ·'1111

quen~y.

a

:t nW)
as an I-F freo

The conversion transconductance at any or the

...

possible I-F frequencies 1st

9 c"

=- .'eC"'~:t,,w..>

==

Finding the nth ooe..f'.t'icient o£ the Fouri~r expansion
by the usual method,

7F !• g ""•

rt••r

Q"

er

oos (w ..ot)

The maximum value o:f the integral will occur when plate
current flows .for only one hal.f o.f the oscillator cycle.
In practice, because the ec 3 -gml chare.cteristic is not linear, the maximum :fundamental conversion transconductance is
obtained by biasing the oscillator grid near cuto.f.f and ·
swinging the oscillator electrode slight.ly · positive.
For conversion at the .fundamental, n•1, gc is qm1 /,runder theoretical conditions.
closer to

Gm1 /1 • where Gm1

In practice, gc is usually

is the maximum value o.f &n.1 •

The development preceding this discussion showed the
possibility o.f obtaining conversion at a harmonic o.f the
oscillator .t'requency.

Un:fortunately, the conversion trans-

conductance that can be achieved using harmonic conversion
is small.
ratio.

This results in a poor converter signal-to-noise

For this reason the applications o.f harmonic con-

version are rather limited.

There is some advantage to har-

monic conversion at elevated :frequencies where stable oscillator per.formance is di.f.ficult to obtain.(7)

( 7)

Herold, E. W., Ibid, Page 88
In this method o.f .frequency conversion non-linearity o.f
ec 1 -1b characteristic is not necessary .for operation.

The only requirement is that the oscillator electrode voltage
have control over the signal grid-to-plate transconductance.
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In actual use, a pentode or other multi-element tube
is employed .for this type o.f mixer.

A screen grid is

desirable between the oscillator and signal electrodes in
order that there shall be physical and electrical separation between the R-F and oscillator circuits.

This is

necessary to prevent undue interaction between the oscillator and the R-F circuits, and to reduce the amount o.f
oscillator energy that is radiated by the receiver.
Although it is immaterial to which grids the signal
Eµid oscillator voltages are applied so .far as general theory is concerned, in reality there is considerable di.f.ference in the actual per.formance.

(8)

Herold(B) has summarized

Herold, B. W., Ibid, Pabe 250

the di.f.ferent possible circuit con.figurations in his excellent survey paper, and his summary is reproduced in Table
One.

The .factors tabulated in this table will now be con-

~idered individually.
High conversion transconductance is o.f course desirable .from ·the standpoint o.f overall receiver gain, and has

a. direct bearing on the signal-to-noise ratio o.f the converter stage, and thus on the receiver as a whole.
High plate resistance is important because o.f its e.f.fect
on the I-F trans.former design.

The converter plate resist-

ance is e.f.fectively in parallel with the primary o.f the input I-F trans.former.

APPROXIMATE COMPARATIVE APPRAISAL~- .QE METHODS .QE FREQUENCY CONVERSION

Desirable
Characteristic

Oscillator and
signal
voltages on
No. 1 grid

Oscille.tor
voltage · on
No. 3 grid.,
Signal on
No. 1 grid

0-s cTIIa tor
volte.ge on
No. 1 grid.,

Signal on
No, 3 grid

Triode

Pent ode

Pent ode

Hex ode
or
Heptode

Hex ode
or
Heptode

High C.onversion
Transconductance

good

good

fair

fair

fair ·

High Plate
Resistance

poor

good

poor

good

good

High Signal-toNoise Ratio

good

good

poor

poor

poor

Low Oscillator-Signal
Circuit Interaction
and Radiation

poor

poor

good

good

fair

Low Input Conductance
at High Frequencies

poor

fair

poor

poor

good

Low Signal Grid
Current at High
Frequencies

good

good

poor

poor

fair

Low Cost of Complete
Converter System

good

fair

fe.ir

poor

good

..

TABLE ONE
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The importance of high signal-to-noise ratio cannot
be over-emphasized, particularly at high frequencies
where receiver noise limits the sensitivity.
Oscillator radiation is a serious problem where several receivers are to be operated in close proximity.

This

point will be considered in more detail later •
. Maintenance of a low input conductance is important if
reas~nable selectivity is to be obtained in the coupling
circuit to the mixer g rid.

A high input conductance also

lead$ the preceding R-F stag e or antenna and results in a
lower signal voltage at the converter sie nal grid.

Input

loading materially affects the overall signal-to-noise
ratio of the receiver.
Signal grid current at nigh frequencies is just one
of the many ramifications that occur when a tube is operated at a frequency that electron transit time becomes comparable to the period of the frequency of operation.
Special considerations are necessary to improve this condition<9).

(9)

Herold, E. w•• Ibid, Pag e 98
Some general conclusions regarding the proper operation

or single tube multigrid converters can now be drawn.

In

order to obtain a high conversion transconductance the signal should be applied to an inner grid, which is normally
close to the cathode and exerts considerable control over
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the space current.

In order to reduce interaction- be-

tween the R-F and oscillator circuits, and to minimize
the errects or local oscillator radiation, the oscillator
signal should be applied to an outer grid.

This arrange-

ment is necessary in order to minimize the space charge
coupling between oscillator and signal electrodes.

Space

charge coupling is essentially unilateral, i.e., rrom an
inner grid to an outer grid(lo).

(.10) Strutt, M. J. o., Frequency Changers in All Wave
Receivers, Wireless Engineer, Vol. 14, April 1937,
Page 184 ·
Mixer circuits designed ror use in the U-H-F region require the use or high gm tubes in order to maintain reasonable conversion gain and the broad band operation usually
required.

The output capacitance or the tubes employed

must be kept to a minimum in order ror the gain to remain
high.

Inductance type tuners are popular ror this

t-eason(ll,l 2 ).

(11) Sylvania Rews, Vol. 15, November 1948
(12) Holmes and Turner, Simple Antennas and Receiver Circuits
ror Ultra-High Frequencies, Radio at Ultra High Frequencies, RCA Review, 1940, page 355
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2:

PUSH-PULL MIXER CIRCUITS
In the discussion up to this point consideration has

been g iven only to single tube mixer circuits.

It is

possible to improve ~ e r performance by utilizing two
tubea in pu•h-pull or parallel mixer circuit arrangements • .
Ir only balanced two tube mixer circuit conf'1gurat1ona are cons·idered, ( and they are by f'ar the most use.t'ul),
one will rind eight possible circuit arrangementa{l3,J.4).
(13) Strutt, M~ J. o., Ultra and Extreme Short-Wave Reception, N. Y., D. Van Nostrand, 1947, Page 271
( l~.) Aske, V., An Improved Method of' Frequency Conversion,
1950 IRE Conference Paper, Private Commu,nication
A tabulation 0£ possible balanced dua_l pent.Qde :nuxer circuits appears ,in Table Two.

The operation of' each of'

these eight mixer circuits will now be explained.
Combination (l) will not produce I-F output because
the phase of' the I-F current produced by each tube will
be identical. and will not provide I-F output wllen the
plates are connected in push-pull.
Combination (2) is the same as combination ( 1) except
that the plates are now conne·cted in parailel.

The I-P

currents produced by the tw? tubes now add to produce twice
the output of' a s .i ngle tube.
Combination (3)

w111 produoe I:-F output because the

phase of' the I-F currents in the plates of' the two tubes
difrers by 180 degrees.

Thus these currents will add in

push-pull and produce I-F output.

Balanced Push-Pull! Pa~l).el
Mixer ·9P:er•tion
.
.

;

.

s

1•

Plat.es

l

no

2

$.rallel

e.s

arall•l

no .

arallel

0

arallel
arallel

1.ru.l el

6

es

arallel
ara.llel

·a

·arallel

arallel

no

e.rallel ·

TABLE TWOt BALANCED MIXER CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS

~s

N

0
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Combinations (4) and (5) will not result in I-Foutput because the I-F currents in the plate circuits of' the
two tubes are 180 degrees out 0£ phase, and will cancel
when the plates are connected in parallel.
Combination (6) will work because the plate currents

or

the two tubes are out of' phe.se, and will add when the

plates are connected push-pull.
Combination (7) will not work because the plate curr-ents of' the two tubes a.re in phase, and will cancel when
the plates are connected push-pull.
Combination {8) will work, ot: course, as it is merely
two mixer tub es operated in parallel.
The important advantages and disadvantages of' pushpull mixer operation can be sQ111marized as t:ollowsC15,16).

(15) Strutt, M. J.

o.,

Op. Cit., Pac e 228

(16) Cohen, Robert M., Radio-Frequency Perf'orrnance of' Some
Receiving Tubes In Television Circuits, RCA Review,
Vol. 9, Pages 136-138, March 1948

Advantages ot: Balanced ?ush-Pull Mixer Circuits

l)

When a balanced push-pull R-F input to the two tube
mixer is provided, no signal frequency current will
f'low through the cathode lead.

Consequently, input

circuit loadinc due to the ef'f'ects of' cathode lead
inductance is materially reduced.

Input loadins due

to cathode lead inductance is an important design
factor at high f'requencies.
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2)

The use of' pus?-pull mixing circuits results in rejection of' some spurious responses that -otherwise
would occur.

For example, when a balanced push-pull

input and a parallel output circuit are used in conjunction with a push-pull oscillator input, R-F signals of' 1-F f'requency will cancel in the mixer output and will not produce interf'erence.
3)

'l'he gain o b tainable f'rom this connection i ·s twice that
d erivable f'rom a single tube mixer.

4)

The noise f'igure of' the mixer circuit is improved consiqerably.

5)

The absence of' radio f'requency currents in the ground
leads simplif'ies mechanical and electrical desi gn of'
the mixer circuit.
At U-H-F, where receiver noise is extremely important,

the improvement in noise f'igure that can be obtained by
utilization of' a push-pull mixer is very important.
The mechanism of' noise f'igure reduction in push-pull
mixer ~tages is interesting because of' its simplicity(l7).
(17) St-rutt, M. J. o •• Noise-Figure Reduction in Mixer
Stages, Proc. IRE• Vol. 34, Page 942-950
The noise currents in the plate circuits of' both tubes due
to shot noise and thermal agitation in the grid circuits
are random in nature, and completely uncorrelated.

Con-

sequently, the resultant mean-square noise output is merely
the sum of' the mean-square f'luctuation currents of' the
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individual tubes.

l..2p1&sL-p,.JI =
where L indicates mean-square rluctuation
current
Because the desired current components at the I-F rrequency are completely correlated, the mean-square I-F rrequency current is £our tines the current due to a sincle

From the roreeoing discussion •tis clear thet the
balanced push-pull mixer arran£ement gives a two to one improvement in sienal-to-noise ratio over a single tube mixer,
w~en the noise power is considered.
It would appear that .t'urther improvement in noise £igure
could be obtained by operating additional stages in parallel
or push-pull with the one discussed.

The disadvantace or

\

this procedure would be the increased input loading inherent in the parallel or push-pull operation or many tubes
due to tube input conductance resulting rrom ele ctron tran_sit time and cathode lead inductance.

Further:nore, in most

cases the noise rigure improvement could be accomplished
easier in the R-F amplirier by the use or push-pull circuits.

Still, the operation or additional stages in par-

allel might prove to be userul at the very high rrequencies where the R-F emplirier does not im?rove the noise
£igure, but d e grade s it, providing or course, that the radiation or a mixer input stabe could be tolerated.

Disadvantages Of Balanced Push-Pull Mixer Circuits
l}

The circuit requires an intermediate frequency trap in
the mixer grid circuit when balanced push-pull input
and output circuits are provided.

Otherwise, R-F sig-

nals corresponding to the intermediate rrequency will
be amplified in the mixer and will interrere with .the
desired signal after conversion.
2}

Local oscillator radiation will be excessive if an unbalanced R-F amplifier is used ahead of the mixer.
Oscillator radiation is a very important design con-

sideration in superhetrodyne receivers.

A detailed discuss-

ion of this topic will subsequently be presented in this
paper.

3:

EFFECT OF GRID-PLATE FEEDBACK IN A TRIODE MIXER
The grid to plate· 1ntere1ectrode capacity o.f a triode

mixer a.f.fects the operation o.f the mixer in several ways.
Two ef'f'ects which seriously lmpare the perf'o~ance o.f the
mixer are:
(1)

Increase of' signal grid input conductance

(2)

Reduction in overall conversion gain of' the
mixer stage.

The intermediate .frequency is customarily lower than
the R-F signal in a supe~mrodyne receiver.

Consequently

the impedance of' the intermediate .frequency trans.former
will represent a capacitance at the signal. frequency.

Thus

a capacitive plate load is coupled to the input circuit
through the grid-plate capacitance of' the tube.

-This re-

sults in a conductive comp~ment o.f signal grid input adm1ttance.(l8,l9).
(18) Glasgow, R. S., Principles o.f Radio Engineering, McGrawHil1, 1936, Page 233
( 19) Malter, L., Some aspects ·o r Radio Reception At Ultra
High Frequency - Part IV - General Superheterodyne Considerations At Ultra Hi~ Frequencies, ,roe. IRE, Vol •
.31, Page 572, October 1943
The most practical solution to this problem ls to place
a smal.l inductance in series with th~. primary lead of' the
I-F transformer.

If' possible, this inductance is designed

to be more than enough to series resonate the plate circuit
at'· the signal .frequency.

Now, with an inductive plate load,

the signal grid input admittance shows a negative conductive
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component.

This'negative conductive component serves to

reduce the total signal grid input conductance by partially
annulJ.ing~he positive input conductance due to grid circuit losses, cathode lead inductance, and electron transit
time(20,21,22,23).
(20) Mueller! William P., High Frequency Conversion With
Type 7Ftl, Sylvania Engineering News Letter Ntunber 85,
April 30, 1946.
(21) RCA Tube Application Note AN-138, March 15, 1949,
Mixer-Oscillator Circuit for FM and AM Using RCA-6J6
or RCA-19J6
(22) Herold, E.W., An Analysis of the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio of Ultra-High-Frequency_Receivers, RCA Heview,
Vol. 6, Page 319, January 1942
(23) Norton, F. R., Oscillator and Mixer Circuits For TV
Receivers, Tele-Tech, Vol. 8, Page 31, February 1949
At high frequencies, the additional inductance to be
added in the plate circuit may consist of only an extra
long lead or a few turns of wire.
Care must be taken that the additional inductance is
not so large as to cause the total input conductance to be
negative, or oscillation may take place at the signal
f1..equencyC 24).
(24) RCA Tube Application Note AN-138, Op. Cit
It may be necessary to shunt the added inductance with
a resistance to prevent oscillation at the frequency determined by the parallel resonance of the added inductance and
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the tube output capacityC25).

{25) Mueller, Op. Cit.
The second undesirable errect or grid-plate capacity in
a mixer stage is degenerative reedback at the I-F rrequency,
resulting in lowered conversion gain.
Consider the circuit or a triode mixer shown in Figure
This circuit has reedback rrom the plate circuit to the grid
circuit through the grid-to-plate capacitance.

or

poses

analysis a block diagram

reedback is shown in Figure

or

For the pur-

the triode mixer with

7.

The voltage on the mixer signal grid consists or the
oscillator voltage,(e~ the R-F signal,(e~ plus the voltage

or

I-F rrequency,~el-F' which is coupled to the signal

grid throug}:J the grid-to-plate capacitance.
A partial equivalent circuit

or

a triode mixer with

I-F frequency feedback is shown in Figure 8.

The plate

voltage is errectively across the potential · divider rormed
by the grid-to-plate capacity, cg-p• and the grid circuit
~pedance.

Then, the reedback ractor,~,is

~ -

E1""'J

it31P',J

-+ ~ C.9p

Now, the gain or the mixer stage is dirrerent Cor the
R-F and I-F voltages present at the mixer grid.

Thus the

6.
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cgp

To I-F
ampl1!°1er

sign~--------a~
Ebb

oacill~
e~

FIOURB 6:

'l'riode Mixer Circuit

••
MIXER
S'lAGE

· FIGURE 71

B1ock Diagram

or

'l'rioda

Mixer Circuit With I-F Fee~ack

Zgr1d (I-P)

FIGURE 8:

Approximate Grid Circuit ot Figure

S

aer1ea :resonant
at I-F f'requenc7

FIGURE

9:

'l'riode Mixer With I-F '!'rap In Grid Circuit
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output voltage at the intermediate frequency may be expressed as
e%-f:

Ac

=

es

-t-(3A ez-F

where Ac is the norm 1 conversion gain without feedback
A is the normal gain or the mixer stage as an

amplifier at the I-F rrequency. and without
reedback.
Solving ior the output voltage at the I-F irequency. eI-F•

Ac. e.

e :r:-1= ( .f. I..) =-

' - fl A

And the ieedback conversion cain becomes

Ac. (f. It.)

--

Ac..
1-\IA

Because the gain of the miyer stage as an ampliiier has an
inherent 180 degree phase sh!rt.(3A will be negative, and
thus the I-F output voltage and the conversion gain will
be less with reedback than without.
The capacitance between the grid and plate is inherent
in the tube construction.

This capacitance can be minimized

by proper tube design, but cannot be completely eliminated.

One solution to the problem< 2 6) is to provide a low

(26) Mueller, Op. Cit.
impedance path ior the intermediate irequency currents in
the input circuit.

In practice this is accomplished by

providing a series tuned circuit resonant at the intermediate
frequency in the mixer grid circuit.

(See Figure

9).

Ir

there is considerable separation between the signal and I-F
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rrequencies. the presence

or

the series tuned circuit will

have negligible loading errect at the signal rrequency.
The series circuit will behave as a capacitance at the signal rrequency. thereby reducing the tuning inductance that
otherwise would be required.
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4t

SPACE CHARGE COUPLING IN THE PEWI'AORID CONVERTER
Coupling has been observed between the oscillator and

signal sections of a mixer tube desirned for inner grid
oscillator injection< 2 7).

The mechanism of' this internal

(27) Harris, w. A., The Application of Superbmter~dyne Frequency Conversion Systems to Multirange Receiver, Proc.
IRE, Vol. 23, Page 285, April 1935
coupling in the tube is very complex, and only a brief survey will be given here.
When a mixer or converter tube is operated in the conventional manner employing inner grid injection of the oscillator signal, a voltage of oscillator frequency is observed
on the signal grid.

Originally, this voltage was presumed

to be coupled to the signal grid through the interelectrode
capacitance between the signal and oscillator grids.

Sub-

sequent investigation revealed two rather disturbing facts
that disprove the assumption that the oscillator voltage on
the signal grid is due only to capacitive coupling in the
tube.

Fir.s t, the magnitude of the voltage was observed to

be ~ch larger than that which would be due to the capacitance between signal and oscillator electrodes.

Second,

the phase of the oscillator voltage that appears on the signal grid is opposite to the phase of' a voltage which might
be attributable to capacitive coupling( 2 8).

In fact, the

(28) Herold, E.W., The Operation of Frequency Converters
and Mixers for Supeiheterodyne Reception, Proc. IRE,
Vol. 30, Page 93, February 1942
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oscillator voltage on the signal grid can be considered as
being coupled to the signal grid .from the oscillator grid
through . a negative capacitanceC29).
(29) Strutt, M. J. o., Frequency Changers in All Wave Receivers, Wireless Engineer, Vol. 14, Page 185, April

1937

Harris explains this apparent "negative" capacitance
in essentially the .following manner.

As the innermost grid

(the oscillator grid) goes more positive, the space charge
in front o.f the signal grid increases.

Since the space

charge in .front o.f the signal grid varies at the oscillator
frequency, an oscillator . .frequency voltage is induced on the
signal grid.

Theoretical and experimental studies have

shown that the phase o.f the space charge induced voltage is
such that as the space charge 1n .front of the signal grid
increases, electrons are driven out o.f the grid through the
associated grid circuit.

A positive capacitance between the

two grids would have the opposite e.ffect, i.e., an increase
in oscillator grid voltage would draw electrons to the signal ·gri_d.
The preceding paragraph not only explained the coupling action, but a1so gave a clue as to a method o.f eliminating the e.f.fects o.f the space charge coupling.

I.fan ex-

ternal capacitance is connected between the two grids and
is adjusted until the oscillator signal,coupled to the signal. grid through it,is exactly equal to the induced oscillator voltage, then there will be no net oscillator voltage on
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the sirrnal £rid.

Cancellation will take ~lace because the

capacitively coupled and the space charge induced voltages
are related in phase by 180 decrees.

For 1 9re~ent day penta-

grid converter tubes tre required e.:;rternal capacitance t'or
complete cancellation ot' space charge coupllnc is about one
or two micro-r11icro-.f'arads.

unf'ortunately, the reactance or

the external capacitance chanses with t'requency, and theret'ore the cancellation of space crarse couplirg is complete
at onl"'T a sinc:;le t'requency.
As the .frequency o.f operation becou1es higil,

transit time e.f.fect appears.

an electron

Com9lete cancellation can no

longer be a.rrected merely by use of' a ca.paci tance between
the erids.

Experiment has s~own that it is necessary to

also connect a conQuctance between the crids.

In ~ractice,

.for high .frequency work, tile cancellinf; network takes the
t'or!'ll o.f a resistance and a capacitance in serie 0 between the
grids.

\~nere the rrequency varies consider~bly, the con-

ductance required .for complete cancellation Must vary as the
square or the f'requency.
~here is some dissabreement between Strutt and Herold
on the derree or cancellation that can be arrected over a
side .frequency ran~e(J0,31).
(30) Herold'

Herold contends that the

E.W., Letter to Editor, Wireless Engineer,
4cV, Septe.'.'1.ber 1937

Vol. 14-, Pa··e

(31) Strutt, 1\:. J.
Vol. lLJ., Pase

o.,

Letter to Editor, Wireless Eneineer,

606, Koveinber 1937
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space charge coupling cancellation is complete only at a
single frequency, and that cancellation degeneFates rapidly
as the frequency of operation is change.d from the design
frequency of the cancellation network.
Strutt readily admits that complete cancellation can
be obtained only at a single frequency.

However, it is his

contention that if the cancellation network is designed for
the high frequency end of the oscillator frequency band,'
then the cancelling conductance is less critical at the low
end of the band, and near optimum performance will be maintained over the whole band.
It appears to the author of this thesis that Strutt and
Herold had no common basis for their arguments.

Each chose

a particular set of operating conditions and circuits enhancing his own viewpoint.
The space charge coupling between the oscillator and
signal grids is a one-way effect.

A change in the signal

grid voltage does not produce a change in the oscillator grid
voltage because of the presence of the screen grid between
the signal and oscillator grids, and because the coupling
due to the tube current is inherently from an inner grid to
an outer grid.

In other words, variation in the potential

of the signal grid does not appreciably affect the space
charge around the oscillator (innermost) grid.
It must be kept in mind that a bilateral external capacitance is used to cancel the one way "negative"
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capacitance from the oscillator grid to the signal erid.
This arrangement results in real capacitive coupling from
the signal grid to the oscillator grid because of the one
way space charge coupling.

So far as is known, no detrimen-

tal effects are produced by this unbalanced coupling between the signal and oscillator ~r1ds(3 2 ).

(32) Strutt, M. J.

o.,

However, the

Frequency Che.neers in All Wave Re-

ceivers, Op. Cit.
presence of the cancellation network does increase the circult losses.

This results in increased signal £rid input

admittance, and consequently the mixer noise figure is degraded.

Finally, the presence of the cancelling network

causes the oscillator grid input susceptance to vary considerably when AVC is applied to the mixer stage.
The desirability of eliminating the oscillator voltage
from the signal circuit cannot be questioned.

The presence

of oscillator frequency voltages on the signal grid must be
avoided if low local oscillator radiation is to be attained.
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5:

OSCILLATOR RADIA~ION
Local oscillator radiation is a problem which has

plagued the radio industry since the early days of' tte superheterudyne receiver.

While a s atisf'actory solution was even-

tually evolved f'or radio receivers intended f'or broadcast
reception, no s a tis.factory solution has yet been .found f'or
the radiation f'rom 'l'elevision receivers.
All types of' mixer and converter circuits have some
cou9lin£ between the oscillator and si.:;nal f'requency sections.

I.f considerable coupling does exist, a larr,e ?Ortion

of' the local oscillator energy will f'ind its way to the
antenna and be radiated.
other nearby receivers.

This rediation will re received by
The resultant beat note between

the radiated local oscillator signal and the local obcillator of' a nearby receiver may appear as an objectionable
whistle in the output of' the nearby receiver.
The I-F f'requency in corm1.on use in the early thirties

175 kilocycles. The Standard Broadcast Band is f'rom
540 kilocycles to 1600 kilocycles, inclusive. With such a

was

low I-F f'requency, the separation between oscillator and

R-F f'requencies is only a sinall percentat"e of' the R-F f'requency.

As a result, the selectivity or the tuned R-F cir-

cuits ahead of' 1,he mi;~er o.ff'ered 11 ttle ai;tenuation to the
oscillator £requency currents be.fore they reached the antenna.
Present day Broadcast Band receivers employ an inter~ediate f'requency in the ranre of'

456 kilocycles.

The use
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or

this rrequency greatly increases the percentare sepa-

ration

or

the oscillator and R-F signals.

This results in

improved oscillator and ima£e rrequency rejection, and also
lessens oscillator radiation.
Wiulti&rid rrequency converters and mixers have the best
signal-to-noise ratio when the R-F and local oscillator si~nals are applied to the same brid.

High rrequency triode

mixers al~o employ a comm.on grid input ror both the
oscillator signals.

n-F

and

unrortunately, the advantace or the

lower signal-to-noise ratio obtained by the com.~on grid input is obtained a

the expense or a lar£e amount or coup-

ling between the oscillator end R-F sections 0£ the receiver,
and the result is that oscillator radiation is al"o large.
The addition or a tuned R-F stage ahead

or

the convert-

er constitutes the best solution to the radiation problem.
Because vacuum tubes are essentially unilateral devices, this
is an errective means or preventinc oscillator energy rrom
being transrerred to tne antenna circuit.

However, capaci-

tive couplinG through the R-F a~pli£ier tube and stray circuit coupling still permits a relatively small, and orten
insisniricant, portion or the oscillator enerGy

o reach

the antenna.
The R-F staze not only reduces oscillator radiation but
also di•criminates against interrerring signals at the oscillator, imace, and interr11ediate rrequencies.

The selectivity

obtained in the R-F sta~e also is errective in reducinc
adjacent channel interrerence, as well ~s cross nodulation
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in the mixer.
Because or the short wavelengths at U-H-F, considerable attention must be g iven to the physical construction
and layout or the oscillator circuit in order to avoid cirect radiation.

A conductor approaching an eighth wave-

leng th becomes a cood radiator, and at JCO megacycles an
eigh th waveleng th is only about
double shieldine

or

5

inchesl

Sing le and

tne local oscillator and mixer staees

has been round to be errective in reduc i n £ direct radiation.
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6:

LOCAL OSCILLATOR ';'TOISE

No mention has been made previously o.:r the mixer noise
directly attributable to the local oscillator.

The local

oscillator contributes to increa~ed mixer noise i n t o ways.
First a portion o.:r the noise output o.:r a mixer is due to
the local oscillator hetrodyning with random noise in the
radio .:frequency spectrum to produce I-F output.

A second

source o.:r local oscillator noise is that inherently in the
local oscillator signal.
The local oscillator voltaae does not ~ave a per.:rectly
sinusoidal wave.:rorm.

This is due in part to the fact that

the tube space current has practically an in.:finite .:frequency distribution. with a large maximum at the oscillator
.:frequency.

Because the oscillator circuit

"Q"

is .:finite.

the oscillator output voltage will contain harmonics o.:r the
oscillator .:frequency with lesser maximums o.:r noise vol a g es
centering around these harmonics.

Those noise components

that di.:f.:fer .:from the oscillator .:frequency by the intermediate .:frequency will produce I-F noise output.

Due to the

selectivity o.:r the oscillator and mixer tuned circuits all
other noise .:frequency components in the space current will
produce negligible I-F noise output.
It has been shown that the condition .:ror minimum noise
contribution by the local oscillator corresponds to maximum

local -0scillator efficiency{35).
{35). Strut~, M. J. ·o., Noise Figure Reduction In Mixer
Stages, Proc. IRE, Vol. 34, Pages 942-950, December

1946

The use of a high I-F frequency , in connection with a
high

"Q."

oscillator circuit is effective in reducing local

oscillator noise.

The magnitude . of oscillator noise volt-

ages will be small due· to the low impedance offered by the ·
oscillator tuned circuits to noise at the R-F and image frequencies • . A high

"Q."

oscillator circuit insures

a nearly

sinusoidal local oscillator signal, and less noise contribution from this source.
Fortunately, local oscillator noise is not a serious
problem in receivers designed for use below several hundred
megacycles.

Local oscillator noise is usually a design

factor only in microwave receivers.

An excellent discus-

slon of this topic in microwave · receivers has been published

. br

Pound( 3 b).

(36) Pound, R.

v.,

Book Company,

!viicrowave Receivers, N. Y., McGraw-Hill
1948, Pages 235-256
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IMPROVED FREQUENCY CONVERSION CIRCUITS
At high frequencies the usef'u1 sensitivity . of re-

ceivers is determined by the amount or noise in~roduced
by the input stages

or

the receiver.

Because the conversion

transconductance employing conventional mixer circuits is
only about one-rourth the signal grid-to-plate transconductance at the peak of the oscillator cycle. the noise £1gure

or

converter stages does not compare ravorably with that or

R-F amplifier stages.

Therefore it was natural that errorts

should be made to increase mixer tube conv rsion transconductance.

During the past rour years the results

or

three

such investigations have been published, and brier descriptions rollow.
The early work on this subject was done by Herold(37).

w•• Supel.'hflte~odyne Freq en y Conversio Using Phase Reversal Modulation. Proc. IRE. Vol. 34,
Pages 184-198, April 1946
_

(37) Herold• E.

He showed that by periodically reversing the phase or the
signal current at the local oscillator rrequency rate, the
conversion transconductance could be doubled over that possible in the conventional mode or mixer operation.
·Herold fUrther showed that by reversing the phase or
the signal curren

"n• times during one oscillator cycle,

the conversion transconductance at any harmonic

or

the osc11-

lator frequency was the same as at the rundamental. i.e ••
ror any value or n
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The analytical study of' conversion employing Phase Reversal Modulation would indicate operation is possible employing any harmonic of' the oscillator f'requency.

Actually.,

harmonic conversion using Phase Reversal Moduiation can be
obtained only when the tube employed in the circuit exhibits.
a negative signal grid-to-plate transconductance over one
or more portions of' the oscillator cycle.
been built.

Sv.ch tubes have

One type employs .a controlled space charge to

achieve the negative transconductance.

A second tube devel-

. oped f'or this purpose utilizes a beam def'lection method of'
securing ne g ative transconductance.

Apparently, the com-

plexity of' the tubes that would be :.required has prevented
·-the extension of' this method · to conversion at harmonics higher than second.
In summarizing Phase Reversal Modulation, it can be said
that the method yields conversion transconductances of' about

63.5~

of' that of' the same tube employed as an amplif'ier.

The noise f'igure of' a circuit designed f'or f'undamental operation represents a substanial improvement over existing circuits.

However., it has been f'ound that the noise f'igure f'or

harmonic conversion is poor, which is a distinct disadvantage
at high frequencies.

No cormnercia1 exploitation of' Phase

Reversal Modulation has been f'ound ·p y the au"thor of' this
thesis.
Diener and Knol., extending Herold's analysis, have developed 'a circuit which yields conversion transconductances

equal to the maximum s~gnal grid-to-plate transconductance(38).

This represents an achievement which removes

s., Frequency Convers ion By
Phase Variation, (Abstract) Proe. IRE, Vol. 38,
Page 973, ..August 1950

(38) Diner, G., and Knol, K.

Complete paper appears in Philips Research Reports,
Vol. 4, Pages 161-167, June 1949
the "stigma" which has been attached to tubes operated in
mixer circuits instead or straight ampliriers due to the
considerably smaller gain.
Diener and Knol investigated the manner in which the
conversion transconductance varied as a function or the
phase angle or the signal grid-to-plate transconductance.
Their analysis showed that when the phase angle decreased
linearly by 2rrn radians during one cycle or the oscillator
voltage, the conversion transc nductance had as its maxi-

mwn possible value,

Gm~·

A tube was developed ror this application.

Thi

tube

had provisions ror derlecting the electron in two mutually
perpendicular directions.

This was accomplished using the

circuit that is sometimes employed ror prod eing a radial
sweep on a cathode ray tube, i.e., derlecting the electron
beam at right angles, and employing derlecting voltages
which are in time quadrature.

The I-F output was then taken

rrom two concentric annular anodes.
This method or improving the conversion transconductance
suffers rrom circuit complexity, and has not been round in

or

commercial usage by the author

this thesis.

Another circuit for improved mixer perrormance ha
been developed by Aske(39).

Mr. Aske showed a tremendous

v. H. A., An Improved Method of Frequency Con
version, 1950 IRE Conference Paper, Private Communication

(39) Aske,

amount

or

ingenuity in developing his circuit.

Stripped to b a re esse tiala, this circuit depends ror
its successrul operation on the ract that the total space
current in a pentode is partitioned between the screen and
plate by the action or the suppressor grid.

Now, ir the

oscillator signal is injected into . the suppressor grid, the
space current will divide between the plate and screen, and
the alternating component

or

these electrode currents will

vary periodically at the o cillator rrequency.

Because the

alternating current components in the plate and screen circuits will be 180 degrees out

or

phase, the plate and screen

can be used as a push-pull source by employing a push-pull
coupling transformer.

When the R-F signal is placed on the

control grid or the pentode, it becomes a mixer with a conversion transconductance equal to that or Herolds Phase Reversa! Modulation method, i.e.,

Sc,-=

a&..,
,r

The two-rold improvement in conversion transconductance
over conventional circuits is due to the ract that conventional circuits use only the plate current variation to
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. produce I-F output, w~ereas Aske•s circuit employs the
equal variation in screen current to double the· I-Foutput current.
This circuit will undoubtably see many commercial applications because it does not require the construction or special vacumn tubes, and the circuit is otherwise the model or
simplicity.

The noise rigure or this circuit has been round

to be much better than that or conventional circuits, and
thererore this circuit has a real ruture in high rrequency
rec~ivers.
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SECTION 2
ANALYTICAL STUDY OF HARMONIC CONVERSION
1

t

INTRODUCTION
It was pointed out in ·the literature review that it

was possib1e to obtain frequency conversion· employing a
harmonic of the oscillator frequency.

In such operation

·or

a mixer stage~ the I-F frequency would be (ltWo± W..s).
where n is the order

or

the harmonic.

It was further point-

ed out that the . applications of harmonic C?nversio~
rather limited due to the low values

or

wA~e

conversion transcon-

ductance attainable.
This section of this paper is devoted to an analytical
study of methods of improving the conversion transconductance when a miTer circuit is designed .for second harmonic
conversion.
2:

IDEALIZED

OPERATION OF CONVENTIONAL CIRCUIT

Und~r ideal oper~ting conditions~ gm1 for a mixer circuit in the conventional mode of operation would have the
form shown in Figure 10.
A Fourier Analysis of this waveform indicates that the
signal grid-to-plate transconductance can be expressed as

91111 _.

G... [ f..,. -J [c•s(,.,.+J-f ••s(a..,_~ +"ia eos(.-w -IJ+---l]

This form

0

or

v.___

""ml

results in the maximum fundamental con.

version transconductance.

G...,

,,-

It is also appar.ent th~t-the idealized circuit operation does not permit even harmonic conversion to take place.
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8m1 variation

Gm1 -- - -

FIGURE 10:

Idealized Sml Variation For Conventional
Mixer Circuits For Maximum Fundamental g 0

4-9
Conversion cannot ta~e place at the even harmonics of' the
local oscillator signal because all the even coe.ff'icients
in the Fourier expansion of' gm1 are zero.
The conversion transconductance at any odd harmonic
is then
where n is odd

3:

NORMAL OPERATION OF CONVENTIONAL CIRCUIT

If' the gm1 ~ec 3 characteristic of' a typical pentagrid
converter is used, and the oscillator grid is driven positive, then Figure 11 shows the resultant gm1 variation.
However, under certain conditions of' operation the
gm1 -ec 3 characteristic of' one particular pentagrid converter, the

6L7, is practically linear.

Assuming that gm1 -ec 3

is linear, and the oscillator grid is driven to zero, the
resultant gm1 variation is then that of' a half' wave rectif'ier. (See Figure 12)
The Fourier series representation !'or a half' wave
rectif'ied sine wave is given below !'or the case where the
ref'erehce is taken as to give an even !'unction.

g..,., ·= <;.,., P-+f cos(cu.t.)+ -f-c.o.s(.u,,.i)-jf c•s (1Wo-l:-) ..,._ -

--]

The f'undamental conversion transconductance is:
~c.1=

~=

5,.,, =

1

• a.5' 6,.,,

For conversion at the second harmonic of' the local
oscillator f'requency,

- G,,,, 3,r

• I Olo

61111
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Smi

variation

__ L_
oscillator voltage

FIGURE llt

Non-1.inear Operation or Conventional Mixer

sm1 variation

~ oscillator volta.c;e

FIGURE 12:

Linear Operation of' Conventional Mixer
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4:

IMPROVED OPERATION OF CONVEKTIORAL CIRCUIT
The conversion transconductance when using the second

harmonic or the oscillator rrequency is only
rundamental conversion tra.nsccnductance.

~-4~

or the

Hence, it would

be desirable to seek some means or improvement or this £uctor, as has been accoM?lished by Herold, Aske, and Diener
and Knol.
Assume bias and oscillator voltage combination much like

•fen

that in Class

amplirier operation.

operation is ?ictured in Figure lJ.

Thi

condition of'

The Fourier series rep-

resentation ror the clipped sine wave gm1 variation is given
by Terman<4o).

The 1-'ourier series expressed as a. runction

(40) Terman, F. E., Radio Engineer's :Iandbook,

Hill,

1943, Page 22

n. Y., r:cGraw-

or 9 is

G..,,
1/{s•" ~-""cos~) +(4 -••" f
"nt' = n-(1- cos l)t ~ -

O

i"

( .su, ft>

-i"

3

~'"
I

-! _

c.e.s

f) cos (uJo-t)

a s,,, 9 cos
~

-f)c•.s (.aw.t.)

+-----]
Uow, ir the a2 coerricient could be maximized with respect
to 9, then the proper bias and oscillator voltage could be
determined ror maxinu.ra second harr~onic conversion transconductance.

Fortunately, there is available fn the litcreture

data on the percent second harmonic as a runction or the
angle 9(41).

This data is reproduced in Fif"Ure 14.

(lµ) Terman, F. E., Redio Engineerinc;, 3rd Edition, :n. Y.,
McGraw-Hill,

1947, Pefe 396
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'l'he curves given by Terman are f'or the percent harr1cnic
content of' the :,late current of' a class "C" amplif'ier as a
f'unction of' the angle

or

plate current f'low.

The author of'

this thesis has adapted the&e curves to the harraonic conversion problem, and this approach is ori£inal with the author
so f'ar as he can ascertain.
The labels on the graph, linear case,

3/2 power case,

and square-law case, refer to the f'orm taken by the gm1 -ec 3
characteristic of' the mixer tube in question.

For the

linear case, as exemplified by the type

6L7 penta~rid mixer,

the curves show that the angle 9 of' gm

for roaxi~um second

l

harmonic conversion transconductance should be about 125
degrees.
With the mixer tube adjusted f'or optimum performance at
the second harmonic of' the local oscillator the curves indicate that
:= • I.J1G

<St,,,1

This value of second harmonic conversion tr~nsconuuctance is

55%

of' the f'und&~ental conversion transconductance with a

linear gm1 -ec 3 characteristic.

5:

IDEALIZED HhRMONIC OPERATION OE' co~~Vi;:;'TTIONAL CIRCUIT

It w~s ehown that where the gm1 variation assumed the
form of' a train of' symmetrical rectangular oulses that the
fundamental conve rsion transconductance wes a maximum.
The condition f'or maximu.~ f'undamental conversion transconductance was equal on a ~ d o~f' perio~s f'or t~e p ulse.
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It has been showr that this wsverorni of e 0 sc will not result in maximum conversion transconducte.nce at any harinonic
of the local oscillator frequency.

Therefore it ap~eared

desirable to investigate the variation in gc 2 with the pulse
width.
Consider the pulse waveform of Figure
sents the t.eneral gm

1

15,

which re?re-

variation for any an.'.:;le 9.

'Terrr.nn(42 )

(Lj2) Terman, F. E., Radio Engineer's Hana.book, Loe. Clt.,
Page 22

cives the Fourier expansion for just such a train of rec-

"-· ~.. .

tangular pulses.
r-

O

":'

-

l]K ;, ..e,,. f.sn, (kn:'c•s (.u.-t) + -k- s1rt (.Jkn-) cos( .!We~)
~
-tj' .s,., {31c,r) c•.s ( t.Uet) + - - - - - } ]

For second harmonic conversion the coe~£icient or
cos(2W0 t) should be a maximum.
Q.,_

= ( (i.,_,)( ~ )(1
G,.,,

SI~

Prom the expansion,

.ll(?

I<= •

,,-

.as

The value ror tne second harmonic conversion transconductar..ce just obtained represents the 1£rg est value yet
~

found in this analysis, and corresponds to a gm1 anele of

90 deg.re es.
An exa~ination of the Fourier seri~s expansion I'or gm1
consisting of a train of pulses will show that I'or any
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Q

or
21fk

1

~

~--

<

FIGURE 15:

~

1

2rr

,.,

,...

,.
~

Conposed or a Rectangular Pulse T~ain
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harmonic

ac..
J
... IL =
6:

ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED CIRCUIT
It is apparent that in order to increase the second

harmonic conversion transconductance we must alter the
waveform of the &n1 variation in such a way as to maxi'

mize the a 2 coefficient~
Consider the oscillator voltage to be a f'ull-wave
rectified sine wave as shown in Figure

16.

The Fourier· Series for this waveform is:

9111, = ~

a...[•+ tees(~w.-tJ-~ t:.0~(41111.1:)+i'} cos {,w.fJ+---]

The Fourier expansion . f'or gm1 cont.a ins only even harmonics and a d-c component.

Thus, conversion at the oscil-

later f'undamental cannot be aff'ected.
The second harmonic · conversion transconductance is

3~•=

~=-

-fr[(-J)£G....J(f-)]=

f 6;_,

= .:J.l~S

&,.,,

This value of' gc 2 is by far the best value yet obtained.
cf of gc
It is 85;o

obtained using conventional circuit opera1
tion with a linear gm1 -ec 3 characteristic.
It will be remembered that under conventional operation
the maximum conversion transconductance at the second harmonic of the oscillator occurred when the Q angle of' gm1
was about 125 degrees for the waveform of gm1 as shown in
Figure 13.

Therefore, it would appear that the maximum

second harmonic conversion transconductance for the full
wave rectified oscillator signal woul.d occur when the 9
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t"u11 wave rectiried Smi

,,.. - - --

-----

<

rectir1ed loca1
osc11lator voltage

---

---

--- ---~--

("-

FIGURE 16:

Sm, Variation With Full. Wave
RectiTied Oac11lator Voltase
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angle or gm1 was less than 180 degrees.
circuit operating with a bias

Consider a mixer

greater than "cutorr" and

a rull wave rectiried oscillator signal, as shown in Figure

17.

or

The Fourier .analysis

the gm1 variation can easily

be determined by noting the symmetry present in the waverorm.

or ~i

The time variation

or an even !unction.

can be considered as that

Thererore, all sine coerricients or

the Fourier Series representation will be zero.
more, because the rundamental period

or

Further-

the gm1 variation is tr

instead or 2,r, the Fourier Series development will contain
only even harmonics and a constant term.

Thererore, the

Fourier Series ror the rull wave rectiried waverorm with the
bottom clipped can be round by consideri~g the Fourier Series
ror the halr wave rectiried waverorm with the bottom clipped.
Multiply the constant term and all even coerricients by two,
and omit the odd harmonic terms.

The Fourier Series ror

the clipped, ru11 wave rectiried waverorm becomes
91111 =.

( a Glft1
Jr /-c•s f)

rc t- t Ce£!)

L"

~Ill

Slit

I

:I

-

;,.-~ c•..1 ~ees

(.:&,.,.t)+---]

Since the second harmonic conversion transconductance
is one halr the cos(2Lt> 0 t) coe~ricient, the use or the rull
wave rectiried oscillator voltage results in a second harmonic conversion transco1ductance twice that discussed in
the sub-section "Im~rov~d O~eration or Conventional Circuits".
'The validity or this statement will be borne out by the experimental results.

6o

Bai variation with time

oscillator voltage

FIGUP.E 17:

Class "c" Operation With
Rectiried Oscillator Sign~
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SECTION 3
~XPERIMENTAL S?UDY
IHTRODUCTION
A program

or

experimental study was instituted in order

to investigate the harmonic conversion transconductances
obtainable rrom the proposed mixer circuit.
imental study was made or the type

First, an exper-

6L7 pentagrid converter

tube as a conventional mixer when operated under the conditions that the gm -ec
1

3

characteristic was almost linear.

Second an experimental study was made on the same mixer circult, under identical operating conditions, except that the
oscillator voltage was subjected to rull wave rectification
bef'ore being impressed on the oscillator ~rid.

As w~s shovm

previously, the latter circuit has the advantage or higher
conversion transconductance over n circuit operated in the
conventional mode or operation.

DISCUSSIO~: OF EXPERII,:ENTAL CIP.CUITS
Although superheterodyne frequency converters and mixers
are customarily radio frequency devices, all experiments
herein described were perror~ed at audio frequencies.

The

accuracy of' the results or this investigation were improved
immeasurably by the use of' audio rrequencies without invalidating any of' the theory or' rrequency conversion.

The

large number of' measuring instruments, and their aesociated
leads, that were required in the experimental study would
have introduced a very large amount or loading and stray
circuit coupling i.C .neasurements at radio frequency had been
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used.

By "...l.sin~ a.'..ld.:.o f'requencies in the ex..;>erinent,

and b7

the use of' extensive shielding of' the leads, ~tray circuit
coupling in the ex~erimental setup was renuced to a minimum.
Another reason f'or employing eu~io f'requencies was ~he
availability of' an accurate audio rrequency ~ave anal?zer

or

f'or compa.rinc the ar.1:;,ll tude ·s

the verious f'req 1.1ency conpoP-

ents prese~t in the output of' the mixer stage.
In tr e experi.r.iental study it is <les ired to var"r the
ancle 9 of' gm1 and measure gc•

Consider a type

6L7 pentacrid

mixer operated such that the cm1 -ec 3 characteristic is substantially linear as snown in Fic:ure 13.

Figure 19 is use&

in developing ti:1.e equation~ f'or tile value o-r oscillator f rid
bias (Ec 3 ), and the oscillator voltage necessary to ?roduce
any value oi' 9 w:hen the peak positive oscillator signal

drives the oscillator zrid to just zero voltage with respect
to the cathode.

Fron. the .figure it can. be seen tj_'l.at

eo ...-.~ =

-

eo ..... =

x

-+ IS'

e ..."•

e......

.... ('•:.-~
s, .. ( 10-

+JS

-l) +

1$

1$

I -co.s (I)
Eo(ltNS)

=

.707

The values !'or the bias

eo··~
C~c 3 >, and

the oscillator volt-

af_·e have reen computed f'or 9 be1Neen 180 deerees and 70 degrees.

The resultD

on pa:re

68.

or

the se celculations appear lr. Table 3
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Et,= 250 volt.a }
B.ag = 100 vol ts
E:r= 6.3 vol ts
•3 volts

Bel

Conditions ror linear 6L7
8mi-ec3 characteristic

0

~

Projected cutorf'

FIGURE 181 Quasi-linear Operation

or

6L7 Pentag?"1d Mixer

°-1
linear

che.racterist c

For 6L7 operating
under i1near conditions

cutof'f'

X

I

I
I

so-e

-f~-~l
-1-,
,sao
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FIGURE 19:

Calculation of Ec 3 Bia.a and e 08 c
For Any Angle of' Smi Flow, 9.
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The circuit of Figure 20 was constructed in order to
experimentally determine the values of the fundamental and
the first two harmonic conversion transconductances.

The

plate loading resistor was chosen to be 500 ohms in order
that the d-c voltage drop in this resistor would not be excessive.

This resistance simulated the actual conditions of

operation of' a radio frequency mixer where the plate load
consists of' a parallel tuned circuit resonant at the intermediate frequency.
~ow, the I-F voltage across the load resistor is related
to the conversion transconductance by the formula.

e..,+c.r-F)=
where

'

lo.t

(Z-F) frL:

eout(I-F) is mixer output voltage at the intermediate frequency
i 0 ut(I-F) is mixer plate current at the intermediate frequency
RL is plate load resistor
g 0 is conversion transconductance
e 8 is input voltage at signal frequency

By maintaihinc es constant at 0.1 volts RMS, and RL

constant at 500 ohms, the o-o nversion transconductance will
be directly proportional t o t ~ intermediate frequency output voltage.

A frequency of 13,000 cps was used for e 5

,

and

the rundamental oscillator frequency was 8000 cps, making the
I-F f'requency 5000 cps.

For second harmonic conversion the

oscillator frequency was 4000 qps, and f'or third harmonic
conversion the oscillator frequency was

2666

cps.

TYP~

6L7

.01 ~f

500 ohms

WAVE
e ut

-•

FIGURE 201

Schematic Circuit Diagr~ of Teat Setup Employed
in Study of Conventional Mixer Operation

ANALyzER
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The relative gain

or

the mixer stage as an amplirier at

the peak o~ the oscillator cycle was determined by adjusting
both e 0 and E 03 to zero volts, with e 8 equal to O.l volts,
and noting the reading or the wave analyzer when tuned to
the R-F frequency (es• 13,000 cps).
In order to determine the harmonic conversion transconductances ror each value

or

9, the following procedure was

followed.
a)

es was adjusted to 0.1 volts at 13,000 cps

b)

The Wave Analyzer was tuned to the I-F, 5000 cps

c)

Ec 3 was adjusted to the appropriate value as computed for each value of 9.

d)

e 0 was set at the calculated value at 8000 cps and
the reading of the wave analyzer recorded.

e)

Parts c & d were repeated for oscillator frequencies of 4000 cps and

2666

cps.

The data thus taken appears in Table 3.

The ratio of

the wave analyzer reading at any of the three oscillator frequencies used, to the wave analyzer reading when the mixer
circuit was operated as an amplifier, is the decimal percentage of the harmonic conversion transconductance referred to
the amplifier transconductance.
The theoretical curv s for the various conversion transconductances, as derived preYio aly by a Fourier analysis of
a linear gm1 -e 03 cheracteristic, ~e plotted in Figure 21.
The experimental results for the conversion transconductances
are also plotted on the same graph.

TABLE THREE:

DATA SHE T AND EXPERIMENTAL RESUL'l.18 FOR COUVEI\TIJ:'IONAL MI ER CIRCUIT

gcn1°m1

.25---------------------------------------------...-------------------------,.
calculated
experimental -

-

.20

------

.15

---- - - - - / -~~a

----------~-------------------.10

--

_,,_,---

---- --- --

-- ---

.05

.oo._____.._____.._____._____._____...._____________,______,______,______..__--:1we
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FIGURE 21:
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Previously, t ' e author had proposed the use or a ~11
wave rectiried oscillator voltaee instead or the conventional
sinusoidal oscillator voltage.

In order to e x perimentally

investi g ate t t is oroposed circuit the rollowinG chan es uere
made in the ex_erimental setup employed in the rirst inve s ti-gation.
1)

An audio amplirier was modiried so as to provide

about 100 volts peak, u n £,rounded, oscillator rrequency voltage.
2)

A bridee rectirier was constructed employins

6H6

diodes in order to rectiry the oscillator sienal.

3)

The output or the rectirier was capacitively coupled
to the oscillator grid.

The schematic diagram or the newly construe ed oscillator grid circuit is shown in Figure 22.

The other circuits

or the mixer stage, and all metering, remained unchanged.
The coupling condenser between the rPctiEier and the
oscillator grid removed the d-c component or the rull wave
rectiried oscillator signal.

Thererore, it was necessary to

compute the values or the bias (Ec 3 > and the magnitude or the
oscillator voltage Ceosc) ror each ang le 9 or gmi•

The d-c

component or the oscillator voltage removed by the coupling
capacitance is

2/rr

times the peak value or the rectiried

oscillator voltage (Em).

In order that the oscillator erid

shall be driven just to zero voltage on the peaks or the
rectiried oscillator cycle, the oscillator grid bias must be
equal to the dirrerence between

Ent

and the d-c component

500k Balancing ?otentiometer

OSCILLATOR
VFO

Ec3

+;-

6H6 Diodes

FIGURE 221

New Oscillator Grid . Circuit

removed by the coupling condenser, i.e ••
81(\a= EM- ~E•-=

The values

or

tabulated in Table

·3,sE 111

bias (Ee) for different values
3

or

9 are

4.

Because the waveform

or

rect,rier output voltage was

non-sinus idal, it was necessary to compute the proper indication

or

the peak-to-peak reading voltmeter employed to

read the oscillator voltage.
as given by the manui'acturer

The scale factor used was 2.8),

or

this meter.

The proper read-

ings or the oscillator voltmeter ror each value
tabulated in Table

or

Qare also

4.

The procedure followed in taking the experimental data
was as follows:
a)

The R-F signal generator was set to O.l volts output at

b)

1)

kilocycles.

The local oscillator signal generator was adjusted
to

4 kilocycles.

c)

The Wave Analyzer was tuned to

d)

For each value

or

5 kilocycles.

Q, e 05 c and E03 were adjusted to

the computed values, and readings

or

the wave

analyzer were recorded.
Table I~ includes al.l

or

the experiment.

or

the data taken in this portion

The depimal percentages

or

the second hRP-

monic conversion tre.nsconduotB.nce referred to the emplirier
transconductance also appears in. Table
centages

or

4.

The decimal per-

the fundar.iental and ae:cond harmonic conversion

transconductances

or

the conventional. circuit rererred to the

e
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amplirier transconductance are plotted as a .function or 9
in Figure 23.

For purposes or comparison, the second har-

monic conversion transconductances £or the writer's circuit
also appear in Figure

23.

SOURCES OF EXPERIMENT.AL ERROR
The large amount 0£ metering required in the experimental
investigations introduced some errors in the measured values
or conversion transconductances.

The sources or experimental

error were:
1)

Accuracy 0£ VTVM employed in reading the signal
voltage.

2)

Accuracy or VTVM employed in reading the oscillator
voltage.

3)

Accuracy or voltmeter used £or Ec 3 measurement.

4>

Accuracy or the Wave Analyzer.

The accuracy or the VTVM used to measure e 8 did not
materially a.:rrect the overall accuracy or the experiment because e 8 merely had to remain constant.
was not important.

The absolute value

The meter employed £or this purpose could

be read to about 1/2'1,.
The accuracy or the VTVM used to measure the oscillator
voltage in the conventional oscillator circuit was
rull scale reading.

3~ or

A different meter was employed to read

the oscillator voltage on the .full-wave recti£ied oscillator
circuit.

The accuracy of this aecond instrument is given

by the manu£acturer as

3%

of .t'bl.1 scale.
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A D1 Arsonval insurument was used to measure the bias

Ee)•

The instrument used had an accuracy of about

full scale reading.
The General Radio Wave Analyzer used in determining the
relative amplitudes of the different frequency components
present in the mixer output had an accuracy or

5%.

In addition to the errors in measurement listed above.
additional deviations between the computed and experimentally
determined conversion transconductances may be attributed to
the following:
1)

The oscillator voltage that was coupled to the signal grid• due to stray circuit capacitance. produced
a very small intermediate frequency output due to
non-linear grid circuit mixing.

It was impossible

to compute the magnitude of this effect because data
was lacking on the non-linearity of the tube characteristics.

This effect tends to give higher exp r-

imental converaion transconductances than were computed .

The magnitude of the oscillator frequency

voltage on the signal grid was found to be directly
proportional. to the magnitude of the oscillator
srid.

The eacillator frequency voltage on the sig-

nal grid reached a maximum value of 0.0125 volts at
a gm1 angle of 70 degrees.
2)

The conputed va1ues o~ the conversion transconductances ~ere based on the assumption of a perfectly
linear gm1 -e 03 charact r1et1c.

Under one set or

77
operating conditions, the tube manuals show that a
type 6L7 has a gm1 -ec 3 characteristic that is linear
over a large portion of its operating range. At
large va~ues of negative oscillator grid voltage,
however, the Sm1 -ec 3 curve has a remote cutoff' characteristic. This remote cutoff characteristic increased the harmonic conversion transconductances
slightly.

Furthermore, the· charact~ristics o.f any

production run tube will deviate slightly from the.
tube manual characteristics.

Thus, additional de-

viations between the computed and experimentally
determined conversion transconduct~ces · can be attri~
buted to the.fact that the tube ~anual characteristic·s did not exactly .fit the particular tube used
in the experiment.
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4

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMEilTAL RESULTS

The theoretical and experimental conversion transconductances for the conventional
in Figure 21, on page

6L7 mixer circuit are plotted

69.

The t"undamental conversion transconductances obtained
by experiment are substantia11y in agreement with the theoretically determined values, for the larger angles of &ni•
Por small angles of gm1 , the experimental values of fundamenta1 conversion transconductance are high.
Referring again to Figure 21, it can be seen that the
experimentally deterndned values or second harmonic conversion transconductance are r igher than the computed values.
The maxim.um experimental second harmonic conversion transconductance occurs at an angle of about 128 degrees.

This ex-

perimental angle is very cl.ose to the theoretical angle of
about 125 deerees.
Figure 21 shows that the experimental values of third
harmonic conversion transconductance exhibit the same trend
as the theoretical values.

The experimental va1ues are again

larger than nredicted by theory.

Theoretically, when the

angle or _sm1 is 180 degrees there should be no third harmonic
conversion transconductance.

However. the e.xper1ment indi-

cates that at 180 degrees the third h~onic conversion transconductance is not zero, although the graph indicates that
sc 3 is approaching zero at this angle.
As was discussed in the sub section on sources of ex9eri-
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mental error, the major deviation between measured and computed conversion transconductances may be attributed to nonlinear signal grid circuit mixing.
The analytical study of the circuit proposed by the
author indicated that the second harmonic conversion transconductance should be twice that of the conventional circuit.
'I'he experimental study of' the proposed circuit showed that
the two-to-one relationship between the second harmonic conversion transconductances of the two circuits was maintained
over the whole range of gm1 angles.

This two-to-one relation-

ship is quite apparent .in Figure 23, page 7~-·

Figure 23 also

shows that the maximum second harmonic conversion transconductance occurred at a gm1 angle of' about 150 degrees.

Theo-

retically, a gml angle of about 125 degrees should produce
maximum second harmonic conversion transconductance.

This

discrepancy is undoubtedly due to the cumulative effect of
the experimental errors discussed previously.
In addition, Figure

23 shows that the second harmonic

conversion transconductance of' the author's circuit is considerably in excess of the fund~ental conversion transconductance of the conventional circuit.

This increased con-

version transconductance would be important in mixer circuits
where a premium is placed on high harmonic conversion gain.
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5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In retrospect, this thesis has presented a review o.f
all the pertinent English language literature on the subject
of' frequency cohverters and mixers.

This thesis has also

presented the theoretical and experimental results of' a new
circuit proposed by the author.

It would seem unnecessary

to comment .further on the literature review, there.fore, the
remainder of' this summary shall consist o.f considering the
merits of' the author's circuit.

Conclusions·will be drawn

as to th~ commercial possibilities of' the author's circuit.
It has been pointed out that the seconq. harmonic conversion transconductance of' the circuit proposed by the
author is twice that- derivable .from the conventional circuit.

This is of' interest because the proposed method o.f

mixer operation permits the local osci.l lator to operate at
one-half' the norm.al .frequency.

This is important at high

f'requencies where stable oscillator per.formance is dif'.ficult to achieve without resorting to special and expensive
tubes.

Because the local oscillator circuit is operating

lower in .frequency than is customary .for mixer circuits, the
entire oscillator design is less critical in respect to component tolerances and physical circui-t layout.
Because noise is such an important consideration at
high .frequencies; so:r.1.e mention will be made of' the merit of'
the author•s circuit in this respect.
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Spangenberg<43), gives a generalized .formula .for the
( 43) Spangenberg, K., "Vacuum Tubes", I\/lcGraw-Hill Book
Company, N.Y., 1947, Page 314
intermediate .frequency .fluctuation noise in a mixer tube.
-L ~-F : : - I

-~

~rr

1;1.1r.11l,f"

. .

o

J (w.~)

where '- :r-F is the mean-square plate noise averag ed
over the oscillator cycle

l~P"

is the mean-square plate noise at any instant

In conventional operation o.f mixer tubes, the plate current .flows only during the positive cycle o.f the oscillator
voltag e.

In the circuit proposed by the author, the plate

current flows during both pulses o.f the rectified oscillator
signal.

There.fore, the mean-square .fluctuation current for

the author's circuit is twice the mean-square .fluctuation
noise for the conventional circuit.

However, the author's

circuit produces twice the intermediate .frequency current as
the conventional mixer designed for second harmonic conversion.

With reference to the conventional second harmonic

conversion circuit_ the author's circuit produces twice the
noise power ·output, but .four times the I-F power output.
This means the.t the author's circuit results in a two-to-one
improvement in sig nal-to-noise ratio, on a p ower basis.

This

is the same improvement obtained by the use of push-pull mixer circuits.
At h igh f'requencies, multi g rid mi.,ters are de.finitely in.ferior to mixers employin g co:PtlfO;C)n i np1-it s .for . the sign a l

and
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oscillator voltages because they are much noiser.

While

the analytical and experimental analyses were made on a
multigrid mixer wit~ dirrerent input grids ror the signal
and oscillator voltages. the author's circuit may be extended to common grid input m1.xers.

Analysis or a common grid

input mixer will show that the same im~rovement two-to-one
in harmonic conversion transconductances can be obtained by
using a .full wave rectiried oscillator voltage.

Thus, the

author's circuit may rind application to high rrequency mixer
circuits where the advantages or lower oscillator rrequency
and improved signal-to-noise ratio are important.
The .tull wave rectiried oscillator circuits• high rrequency limitation would probably be imposed by the r·itering
action or the stray circuit capacity.

This riltering action

would alter the .f'ull wave recti£ied oscillator sLgnal wave
rorm.
Finally, a .turther improvement in second harmonic conversion transconductance could possibly have been round ir
the oscillator grid had been driven slightly positive instead or just to zero as was done in the experiments.

The

theory or idealized conversion would indicate that such operation would have yielded a maximum s~cond harmonic conversion
transconductance or about .318 gm1 using the author's circuit
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